
Term 1: Teretoxin

Another name for a venom peptide of

sea snails in the Terebridae family.

Term 2: Venomics

A strategy that combines multiple omics

approaches to study venoms.

Term 3: Omics

Approaches for characterizing various

types of biological molecules; for

instance, proteomics is used to study

proteins while genomics is for sets of

DNA. Each approach involves various

computer and experimental methods.

Term 4: Peptide

A short chain of amino acids that are

linked together. A longer chain is called

a polypeptide, and a protein consists of

one or more polypeptides. 

Term 5: Amino acid

The basic building block of peptides

and proteins.

 

Term 6: Evolution

Change in the inherited traits of

populations from generation to

generation. Here, varied occurrences of

evolution affect whether a venom

apparatus is present or not in snails.

ABSTRACT
Venom is a key ingredient not only in poison antidotes, but also in

medicine for other bodily ailments, like abnormally high blood

pressure and too high blood sugar levels. And one surprising

source of this venom comes from certain sea snails.

Terebrid snails are one such family of potentially venomous

creatures, and they contain teretoxins, which are the substances

of medical interest. Several factors can make characterizing

teretoxins tricky. But with a venomics approach, which combines

multiple omics strategies, identifying ideal snail candidates will

be more successful.

As illustrated in Figure 2, one particular approach used by the lab

of Dr. Mandë Holford involves an order of five steps: 1) Identify the

terebrid snail species that produce venom, 2) Identify the

teretoxins in the venom, 3) Make teretoxins and characterize their

structures, 4) See what molecules these teretoxins target in living

organisms, 5) Optimize peptides and develop methods of

delivering the toxin to the body efficiently.

By following this approach, scientists will be one step closer to

developing efficient and effective sea snail-derived medicine.

Key Terms

From Snail Venom to Medicine

WHAT'S THE BIOBUZZ?
A journal for students by students

FIGURE 1: On the top left is a shell of a terebrid snail, a type of

predatory sea snail. 



WHY  SNA IL  VENOM?
Natural products found in plants and animals have

been used in numerous medical treatments for a

very long while and have even become the subject

of many recent research studies on medical drug

discovery and development. 

One certainly promising substance can be found in

venomous organisms. And did you know that

certain species within some sea snail families also

produce venom? With all the current, more

advanced technologies, venom from these snails

can have great therapeutic potential.  

Terebridae are one such family of predatory sea

snails. In this family are about 400 species, each of

which has an elongated shell. The particular

substances of interest are venom peptides, which

are strings of amino acids, and terebrid venom

peptides are also known as teretoxins. 

METHODOLOGY
Identifying biologically active sea snail venom can be tricky due to species diversity

(not all species are venomous due to varied evolution), hard sample collection,

small venom production, and lack of extensive prior knowledge on venom peptides.

But by applying a strategy that combines a variety of studies, including those that

mainly use computer programs and those that use living test organisms,

characterizing these teretoxins would be more fruitful. This strategy is often called

venomics, and below is an overview of a specific venomics approach used by the

lab of Dr. Mandë Holford to study Terebridae and teretoxins.

From amino acids to

peptides and proteins
Think of an amino acid as a bead. All

beads are round but can differ in color.

Likewise, all amino acids have

commonalities ("amino" and "carbonyl"

groups), but each has its own unique

feature ("R group"). Multiple amino acid

beads can be linked (via "peptide

bonds") to form a string. Shorter strings

of amino acids are called peptides, and

longer strings are polypeptides. In turn,

polypeptides can join together and

arrange to ultimately form an even

larger entity, a protein. For this, it is said

that amino acids are the basic building

blocks of peptides and proteins.



As shown in Figure 2, this venomics

approach consists of multiple steps:

1) Determine the evolutionary

relationships of snails within the

Terebridae family to identify venom-

producing species. Red lines indicate

groups of species wherein some or all

members have a venom apparatus. 

2) Collect venom samples from snails

and analyze them using various

omics methodologies to identify and

profile the teretoxins in the venom.

One feature that can be

characterized is the amino acid

sequence of the peptide.

3) Using information learned from step 2, synthesize additional venom peptides in a

chemistry lab. Then with these products, characterize teretoxin structure. In other

words, find out details about how the peptide strings are physically arranged.

4) Determine the effects of teretoxins in the body. Toxins are initially tested on their

native prey, bristle worms, to confirm proper venom activity; studies with more

complex organisms like rats would then be next. Afterwards, identify the molecules

that teretoxins interact with so that they can exert their effects. 

5) Design ways to alter the structure of peptides to optimize their capabilities, and

develop strategies to deliver the toxins to their molecular targets in the body

efficiently.

APPROACH  OVERVIEW

FIGURE 2: From sea snails to medicine: an illustration of the

Holford lab's step-by-step venomics apprach to studying

teretoxins: 1) Identify the terebrid snail species that produce

venom. 2) Identify the teretoxins in the venom. 3) Make

teretoxins and characterize their structures. 4) See what

molecules these teretoxins target in living organisms. 5)

Optimize peptides and develop methods of delivering the

toxin to the body efficiently.



In Figure 2, the venomics approach is laid out as an upside-down pyramid. You

go from broadly viewing the many species of terebrid snails to examining specific

peptides and their targets at a molecular level and seeing how they can be

modified and applied for therapeutic use.

As for the individual steps, each serves its own purpose:

1) Over time, as species evolve differently, they can either retain or lose the

venom apparatus. Looking at family histories and making connections would

help in identifying the species that do still have this apparatus. 

2) By analyzing various biological molecules and using a vast combination of

advanced experimental and computer methods, much more information

about the teretoxins can be revealed.

3) Since snails produce small amounts of venom, more needs to be made in

the lab to have enough for further analyses. And structural details can give a

glimpse into how the peptide functions in the body.

4) Knowing how teretoxins work in biological systems is medically critical.

5) Both aid in developing the medicine for more widespread use. (A future

step would be to test out these designs and strategies.)

More research still needs to be done, as there are still several obstacles that can

complicate medical development and that are not yet fully addressed. For

example, how much venom can actually be used when making medicine; is there

a certain amount before it starts to cause more harm than good?

But by following this approach and addressing these issues along the way,

scientists would be one step closer to reaching the ultimate goal of developing

effective and efficient terebrid venom-derived medicinal treatments for

conditions such as certain brain disorders and inflammation-associated diseases.

What other potentially medically useful natural sources can you think of? Can an

approach similar to the one here be applied in studying said sources?

DISCUSSION  / CONCLUSION  / SO  WHAT?
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